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Delonghi magnifica xs manual

Be your barista with Magnifica XS with De'Longhi. This compact automatic espresso machine includes all the features of our full-size machines, but in a smaller, more comfortable size. You and your guests can enjoy delicious cappuccinos and lattes at any time. It has never been easier to create
authentic Italian drinks with our patented cappuccino system frothy. Simply place the dish with milk under the nozzle to create a rich, creamy foam. Magnifica XS does all the work for you! This not only makes incredible espresso drinks, but also saves money while doing it, with an energy-saving single



boiler system. To get fresh results, the patented direct brew system grinds the beans immediately before the beer. Other highlights include comfortable water filtration and a cup of warmer. Professional wreath grinders with 13 adjustable settings grind fresh beans each time to ensure maximum freshness.
You can also use the ground in the second chamber. Your choice of regular, specialty or decaf. The guide frothy mixes steam and milk to create a rich, creamy foam evenly textured drink – exactly as you like. Each cup is automatically cooked to perfect temperature, richness and density. And you can
customize the settings to ensure they are always exactly as you like. The compact, extractable brew device is not only easy to clean, it adapts to one or two espresso shots. The customizable guide to the Cappuccino System mixes steam and milk to create the thickest, longest foam for your cappuccino.
And it is easy to adjust the level to prepare a creamy latte, macchiato or flat white. Provide your ideal espresso and cappuccino experience by planning your preferences. The machine remembers details ranging from the strength of your espresso to your desired size drink and much more. Simply adjust
the temperature, coffee strength and bucket size menu settings to suit your preferences. The machine takes care of the rest. Each model has full-size automatic machine features, but in a streamlined, compact design that fits perfectly with the surface of your kitchen table. The Rapid Cappuccino system
maintains the optimum temperature so you can brew cup after cup immediately. A removable water tank and a drip tray, as well as used espresso gardens, have front access to easy cleaning. The figures indicate when it is time to clean the machine and all parts are dishwasher-de laundered. Retail box
dimensions — D 19.685 Retail box dimensions — H 16929 Retail box dimensions — W 11417 Product dimensions — D 9.37 Product dimensions — H 13385 Product sizes — W 16.929 (No more review) Write your feedback 1 2 3 4 Table of contents 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
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